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BOSTONMEETINGSET FORSEPTEMBER
16-18 AT PARKERHOUSE
Several
significant
changes
have been made to the program
coming Boston meeting.
The final
program
is set now, and will
according
to the following
schedule:
Monday,

September

Overview
-,-_._l.l_l

of

for the uptake place

17:

Nonbibliographic

Databases

Comparison
of Bibliographic
and Nonbibliographic
Databases
Judith
Wanger,
Cuadra Associates,
Inc.
Domestic
Information
Displayed
for Decision
Making -John 3. Quann, Goddard Space Flight
Center
Using Databases
in an Information
Center
Donald Hawkins,
Bell
Laboratories
Stud~ying
Societies:
The Roper Center
and Secondary
Analysis
of
Roper
Center
and
Social
Science
Social
Data - Everett
C. Ladd, Jr.,
Data Center,
University
of Connecticut
Online
with GE Carol Herrick,
General
Electric
Information
Services
Co.
The Government-Industry
Exchange
Program
(GIDEP) Edwin Richards,
Naval Fleet Analysis
Center
Luncheon
Social
^_--

Science

Databases

Half-day
session
chaired
and organized
Rebecca E. Hutchins,
Dualabs
Lobster

Bake

Tuesday,
Scientific

- New England

September

Central

John C. Beresford
Wharf,

Eoston

and
Harbor

18:

and Technical

Problems
Gesina

Sea Aquarium,

by

Databases

in Data Retrieval
C. Carter,
National

Academy

of

Sciences
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No valid,
recognized
English
dictionary
uses the editors
spelling
of "acquarium."
The Monday evening'lobster
bake at the
Boston meeting
will
take place at the
New England
Sea Aquarium.

Information
Systems
in Developing
Countries
KEREN. Carl
National
Center
of Scientific
and
Technological
Information
National
Council
for Research
and
Development
Ministry
of Energy and Infrastructure
84 Hachashmonaim
Street
Tel Aviv 61 200

ARISTCHAPTERAUTHORSCALL FOR
CANDIDATE
PAPERS;ELEVENAREAS

Israel

SET FORVOLUMEFIFTEEN OF WORK

Legal Information

The individual
chapter
authors
of volume
15 of the Annual
Review of Information
Science
and Technology
(ARIST) have
issued
a call
for candidate
papers
through
Martha Williams,
ARIST Editor.

LASS, Jack
National
Criminal
1015 20th Street,
Suite
400
Washington,
DC

and the

Information Communication

respective

Technology

Justice
NW

Information

Science

the

-

Reference

Service

20036
for

-

Library
Automation
VENEZIANO, Velma
Northwestern
University
Northwestern
University
Evanston,
IL 60201

Library

Emerging
Careers
in Information
Technoloqv
WELT,?saac
Graduate
School
of Library
American
University
Washington,
DC 20016
to

Services

Computers
in Publishing
TERRANT, Seldon
American
Chemical
Society
1155 16th Street, NW
Washington,
DC 20036

Numeric
Databases
HAMPEL, Viktor
Mailstop
316
University
of California
Lawrence
Livermore
Lab
Livermore,
CA 94550
Copyright
KEPLINGER, Michael
Special
Legal Assistant
Library
of Congress
Copyright
Office
Washington,
DC 20559

and

Information
Analysis
Centers
TALMI, Bonnie
P.O. Box 141
Oak Ridge,
TN 37830

-

CAWKELL, Anthony
E.
17 The Drive
Ickenham,
Oxbridge
Middlesex,
England
Techniques
and Measures
for
Storage
and Retrieval
GRIFFITH, Belver C.
Drexel
University
Graduate
School
of Library
Philadelphia,
PA 19104

Systems

Artificial
Intel1 igence Applications
Information
Retrie!val
SMITH, Linda
Graduate
School of Library
Science
University
of Illinois
Champaign,
IL 61820

Those interested
should
contact
authors
of the chapters
that might
be applicable
to their
published
works.
Papers can be
sent directly
to any author.
The chapter
titles
authors
include:

-

Science

and

Science

Register

The views, reports,
and opinions pubZished
in this or in any issue of the ASIDIC NewsZetter do not necessarily
reflect
the
officia2
views or policies
of the ASIDIC
Executive Connrittee or the fuZZ membership
of ASIDIC.
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text by computer
and reducing
the number of
NSF GRANTGIVEN T6 CHEMABS FOR
The
misspellings
that
escape detection.
SPELLINGERRORDETECTION,CT)RRECTION study also is expected to provide some new
insights
into the nature
and structure
of
STUDY; PROJECTTt! LAST 30 MONTHS
The American
Chemical
Society's
Chemical
Abstracts
Service
has received
a grant
of
$153,160
from the National
Science
Foundation
for a 30-month
study of automatic
spelling
error
detection
and correction
in large
scientific
databases.
Dr. Joseph J. Pollock,
a senior
associate
information
scientist
at
CAS, is principal
investigator
for the study.
Pollock
and his coworkers
will
evaluate
the
effectiveness
of various
algorithmic
approaches to detecting
and correcting
misspellings,
including
procedures
based on human error
patterns,
word classification,
letter
cooccurrence
patterns
and computer
stored
dictionaries
that automatically
recognize
inflectional
variation.
They also will
analyze
the relative
frequencies,
types and
causes of spelling
errors
in large
samples
of text
recorded
in machine-readable
form
for publication
in Chemical
Abstracts,
Information
Science
Abstracts,
several
American
Chemical
Society
iournals,
and a
number of other
scientific-and
technical
publications.
The study will
draw upon
computer
procedures
developed
by CAS over
the past several
years
for alerting
its
editors
to possible
misspellings
in the
computer
database
from which Chemical
Abstracts
and other
CAS publications
andservices
are produced.
While spelling
error
detection
and correction
by computer
have been studied
for more
than two decades,
previous
investigations
have dealt
with
relatively
small
bodies
of
text
or limited
or controlled
vocabularies,
and the resulting
techniques
have not proved
effective
for large
and heterogeneous
bodies
of text such as Chemical
Abstracts,
which
contains
more that
a million
words each week.
The results
of the CAS study are expected
to
be widely
applicable
because of the large
volume and diversity
of the text
involved.
The immediate
objective
of the work is to
explore
means for eliminating
as much as
possible
of the human proofreading
and
correction
required
in processing
scientific

scientific
text
that
may contribute
design
of more effective
information
and retrieval
systems.

to the
storage

MINISIS IS MINI-BASED SYSTEM
FOR CREATING,MANAGINGINFORMATION
FILES; USE GROWING
IN CANADA,
WORLD-WIDE
In 1973 the International
Development
Research
Centre
(IDRC) began using the Integrated
Set of Information
Systems (ISIS)
computer
system developed
at the International
Labour Office
in Switzerland.
The system was
put up on an IBM-based
service
bureau computer
in Ottawa,
Canada,
the headquarter
site
of

IDRC.
IDRC was established
to support
development
research
in Third
World countries
in the
Food and Nutrition;
fields
of:
Agriculture;
Health
Sciences;
Social
Sciences;
and Information
Science.
During
the time that
ISIS wa's
used by IDRC, data entry
and retrieval
were
conducted
online.
The production
of indexes,
lists,
purchase
orders
- any printed
output
except
search
results
printed
on a hard copy
and management
of
terminal
- and the updating
files
were batch operations
carried
out at
the service
bureau
from job control
cards submitted
by the IDRC staff.
Anne Edwards and Kate Wild of the IDRC
described
the history
of IDRC, the operation
of ISIS,
and the development
and application
of a new mini-based
MINISIS by IDRC at the
recent
ASIDIC meeting
in Ottawa,
Canada.

IDRC was searching
existing
databases
as
well
as creating
databases
for searching.
"During
the first
three
years
(1973-1975)
that we had ISIS in operation,
we created
our
own database
of some 15,000
records
and provided
search
services
on this
as well as on
the databases
of ILO, FAO, and UNIDO. We
also built
a small
database
relating
to
health
care delivery
systems
in developing
(continued)
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should
nearly
disappear.
A DATAPAC
connection
for SABINE is expected
in the ver,y
near future,
greatly
broadening
the access
to
the system.

in MACRO-11, the powerlanguage
from Digital

SABINE is used to create,
update
and interrogate
interactively
bibliographic
databases.
SABINE is written
in reentrant
and "run anywhere"
code.
Memory is dynamically
allocated
between
system functions,
support
of online
users,
and memory needed for processing,
in
particular
the processing
of boolean
operations.
A system pool of memory exists
where
every program
can ask for memory and return
to the system when finished
with it,
where
it is in-mediately
available.

EXXON
COMBINES
MINI NETWORK
WITH
MAINFRAMES
IN LARGE-SCALEOPERATION
Janet Conner,
of the Exxon headquarters
business
and economics
information
center
in
New York City,
gave the attendees
at the recent
ASIDIC meeting
in Ottawa an insight
into
how
minicomputers
serve the information
and library
needs of one of the largest
companies
in the
us.

SABINE allocates
about 7K of active
memory
for each online
user using
the system.
Rousseau
described
the optimization
of CPU
work loads in SABINE, which allows
the smaller
mini to perform
search
functions
for the
users
in much less capacity
than traditional
large
main frame computers.

Conner emphasized
that
the traditional
definition
of minicomputers
based on lower
The netcosts
and sizes
no longer
held true.
work Exxon is developing
emphasizes
the joint
use of computers
and telecommunications.
Distributed
processing
is really
beginning
to
work with the development
of microprocessors
which allow
more of the processing
to be done
locally
and then move data onto the minicomputer
for key processing
functions.
New storage
devices
allow
increased
flexibility
and depth of
data files
for the network.

The average
record
handled
by SABINE is 750
bytes long,
with about 40% of each record
taken up in the abstract.
An average
of 30%
of each record
is inverted.
For both the
text
and the inverted
file,
the system
requires
an average
of 910 bytes of disk space,
some 1.2 times
the original
text
length.

The impact
of all of these advances
is
"that
computing
power has come out of the dfata
processing
center
and into
the office
or
library,"
said Conner.
The minis
in the Exxon
network
are located
at the sites
where data1
Modular
growth
of
are generated
and used.
computing
power is made possible
with
the
additional
minis
as they are needed.

The disk storage
and access speed is the
critical
resource
of SABINE, according
to
Rousseau.
The system now uses eight
40
Megabyte
RP03 disk drives.
With the 720,000
references
currently
in the system,
four
accesses
are needed to locate
proper
keywords
and a fifth
access
to store
the answer.
With
this
level
of performance,
up to 250 simultaneous
users
can be served
with a response
time of less than one second.

To achieve
a true network
of minis,
Exxon
is now implementing
and installing
Datapoint
Attached
Resource
Computing
system.
This
will
be a new concept
in mini systems;
functionally
dispersed,
mutually
coordinated
set of processors,
interconnected
for universal
access to common databases
by high speed
interprocessor
bus.
The system control
is
totally
decentralized
and does not rely
on a
host or "key"
computer
to govern or manage
the network.

SABINE is available
to anyone at a price
of
$40,000.
The hardware
for the system would
cost about
$230,000.
The storage
costs
per
reference
for the 320,000
online
PASCAL type
references
would be about
$0.84.
Taken over
a five
year period,
the cost comes down to
$0.17 per record.

SABINE is reliable,
time
with

in the first
the addition

with less than 2% downfull
year of operation
and
of more memory the downtime

The new ARC network
controlled
specialization

relies
of
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CANADIANCAL SYSTEMTRULYMULTI-MEDIA;
MINIS, MICROSCOMBINEIN INTERACTIVE
PROCESSES
WITH STUDENTS,LESSONS,DATA

Using off the shelf
parts,
the
can be built
today for about

Some 150,000
users averaging
one 1,000 bit
packet
sent per minute
could use one 6 MHZ
UHF TV channel.
Since there
are something
like
69 discrete
UHF channels,
"it seems
obvious
that we could give up one or two per
city
without
undue hardship,"
says Rouleau.

Computer
Assisted
Learning,
delivering
educational
programs
with the greatest
interactivity
of man/machine
possible,
has been
developed
by the Information
Science
Section
of the National
Research
Council
of Canada.
The CAL system development
and applications
were expfained
and demonstrated
by NRC's
William
C. Brown at the recent
ASIDIC meeting
in Ottawa.

Packet
radio
systems
portend
a great
development
in electronic
mail.
Since all
terminals
talk
to other
terminals,
no complex
switching
gear is needed.
According
to
Rouleau,
"it won't
be long before
greater
demands are made on databases.
Inexpensive
terminals
and a simple
foolproof
system will
bring
small business
and even individuals
into the database
market.
Our purchasing
habits
will
be altered,
and a mail order
business
using
electronic
mail resembles
a database
system more than just
casually.”

The DAL system,
now licensed
through
private
companies
as the TELEDON system,
is built
upon
a large DEC PDP-10system with distributed
mini and micro
processors
and terminals
at many
sites.
The system
has been functioning
and
adding
more features
and services
for the
past ten years.
Brown explained
that
the components
of the
system
include
specially
adapted
CRT terminals
housing
micros,
computer
controlled
audio and
video disks
and slide
projectors,
and audio
response
units.
The CRT and the self
contained
slide projector
have special
touch sensitive
overlays that use x,y coordinate
tactal response sensitivity
to interact
with the
system.
These can be for selecting
or responding to questions
from the system.

PubJic
service
broadcasting
is experimenting with packet
broadcasting
and growth
of
the technique
for emergency
police,
fire,
and heafth
purposes
is certain
to gain popularity
rapidly.
Security
looms as
dealt
with.
The use
come commonplace,
and
have more concern
for

a problem
that must be
of encryption
will
bedatabase
managers
will
their
security
as well.

A thorough
demonstration
of the system was
presented
to the ASIDIC participants
from
slides
and a video tape program
that
showed
all of the system components
and how they are
actually
utilized
in a variety
of applications.
Many universities
are developing
and placing
courses
on the system.

The demand for better
communications
by
all
sectors
of the population
will
push for
packet
broadcasting.
Of no small
consideration
are the price/cost
breakthroughs
in
small
computers
and their
peripherals.
The
growth
of bi-directional
cable systems
favors
packet
techniques.
The surplus
capacity
on
the UHF channels
favors
wide applications
of
the techniques
without
causing
disruptions
to existing
users or a race for most favored
channels.
The great
compatibility
of packet
radio
with satellites
offers
the prospect
of
a totally
connective
global
network
while
simultaneously
conserving
vital
broadcast
spectrum.
Perhaps
and appeal
is "cheap",

the greatest
immediate
of packet
broadcasting
according
to Rouleau.

benefit
is that

The software
of the CAL system is called
NATAL 74.
Course authoring
language,
and
the support
software
are executed
by NATAL.
Part of the system uses automatic
indexing,
classification
and retrieval.
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